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Abstract

ElementUS plans to construct operations that will utilize bauxite residue to produce pig iron, alumina, critical minerals (CM) including scandium, and additional saleable products. The ElementUS process combines established chemical separation technologies with thermal separation technology in a novel and proprietary method that will require significantly less energy input than traditional smelting techniques. As a result of energy savings and the ready availability of raw material at surface level with no mining requirements, ElementUS will be the low-cost producer of pig iron in the United States and a near low-cost producer of other products. In addition, the energy savings provided by the ElementUS process will result in direct greenhouse gas emissions reductions. Additional benefits are the production of alumina and CMs which are critical in the transition to renewable energy and zero carbon goals. ElementUS will also remove a pollutant from the environment by reducing bauxite residue currently stagnant in retaining ponds while producing zero waste. The waste from this process will be used and sold as construction material while CO$_2$ emissions will be captured and used as feedstock. An independent third-party laboratory has completed successful testing of the process and preparations are underway to conduct pilot testing.
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1. Introduction

The potential for bauxite residues as a resource of critical mineral commodities has been recognized worldwide and has been the subject of work in the U.S., including by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS, Van Gosen and Choate, 2021), and internationally (Borra et al., 2016). In addition to elevated grades of aluminum and iron, these residues can also contain significant concentrations of critical mineral elements including rare earths, titanium, gallium, and niobium.

Our management team, and our current list of interested investors, are developing this facility as a for profit business with an anticipated return on capital expenditures of under 4 years. This rapid return is made possible by the production of additional saleable products beyond metallic iron, including:

- Critical Minerals (Scandium)
- Alumina
- Construction Aggregate

Figure 1. provides a high-level overview of the ElementUS process and product mix. For clarification, “EcoIron” is our name for the metallic iron that will be produced, suitable for use in the electric arc furnace operations of steel mills, comparable in quality to pig iron and direct reduced iron, but made from waste.

2. Technology
Process technologies that can unlock the full value of bauxite residues in the U.S. has remained elusive. While multiple commodities could contribute to revenues for a commercial recovery operation, the lack of environmentally friendly process technologies capable of simultaneous recovery of these commodities, in saleable forms, has inhibited the development of production facilities for this purpose. In addition to recovery of critical minerals and other commodities that are needed for the U.S. economy, the reclamation of old bauxite residue dumps in the U.S. for this purpose can lead to the restoration of environmentally degraded lands that can be returned to productive use.

No single component that is included in our separation processes is proprietary or a new invention. However, the order in which these components are combined in this series, is new and unique. Moreso, the application of these separation technologies, and our methodology that incorporates them to create saleable products from bauxite residue, is completely new and proprietary. Our process is a substantial improvement over other tailing treatment processes. In 2022 ElementUS operated a pilot scale facility and this was expanded to a demonstration facility in Louisiana in H1 2023.

Separation processes intending to produce marketable products benefit from higher concentrations of the desired product in the raw material. The efficiency of the separation process is improved with higher concentrations versus lower concentrations of specific components, for example, an iron oxide content above 45% is advantageous. Our raw material, bauxite residue, or “red mud,” a waste product from an alumina refinery contains high concentrations of iron. In addition, the feedstock in Gramercy, Louisana is a karstic bauxite, and has been tested to be higher in concentration of critical minerals than other deleterious materials such as coal mine tailings. We intend to establish a beachhead in the separation and refining of metallic iron, and the aforementioned list of products from this more highly concentrated raw material. Once optimized, our process can then be extended to other bauxite residue materials.

This above ground resource is readily available in holding ponds ready to be dredged. We plan to have dredging and a vertically integrated separation, and beneficiation process. Our process will produce no waste and has the potential to transform all bauxite residues across the globe. This process achieves zero-waste due to the conversion of our waste to marketable products, including aggregates that will be used in road construction and emissions that will be reused as feed stocks.

Not only is our selected location advantageous as a source of raw material (only dredging will be needed), but we also have access to the Mississippi River and the transportation corridors already in place for the refineries. These include truck, rail, barge, and ocean freight corridors.
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